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Abstract
A rapid development of NGS(Next generation Sequencing) technologies can be able to produce large amounts of sequence
data,which is leading in to a wide range of new applications. Sequence matches between a translated nucleotide sequence and a
well known biological protein can able to provide a strong evidence for the presence of homologous coding region, and such
similarities often be identified even between a distantly related genes. Common techniques often restrict indels in the alignment
to improve time,speed, whereas more Flexible aligners are too slow for large-scale applications. Moreover, many current aligners
are becoming inefficient as generated reads grow ever larger. To perform such high dimensional process, it requires a special
hardware implementation & designing, such implementation can also increases a complexity of efficiency and hardware. The
Field Programmable Gate Array is the well-known to design and we propose a high efficient algorithm for sequence detection in
any of bioinformatics data. Unlike previous methods, the proposed pattern matching algorithm can identifies the sequence of
each factor on the basis of their occurrences. This method can computes the multi-level similarity measure with an available
sequences. Based on the multi-level sequence similarity measure computed a single sequence of bioinformatics data can be
identified. The proposed method produces efficient result in sequence searching and detection and improves the hardware
utilization which in terms reduces the time complexity as well.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Selection and Peer-review under responsibility of International Conference on Processing of Materials, Minerals and Energy
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1. Introduction
Bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary research area that is the platform between the biological and computational
sciences. The bioinformatics community is doing an research in many subfields , such as DNA,RNA,gene structure
prediction, phylogenetic trees, protein docking (2D, 3D) etc., but the most promising one is sequence similarity
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analysis or sequence alignment[1]. Identifying similar sequence in high dimensional data is not such easier and
requires some special attention. In most common terms sequence alignment may be defined ned as an arrangement
of two or more DNA, RNA or Protein sequences to highlight the regions of their similarity.

1.1. Hardware Based Matching
Bioinformatics applications are characterized by immense computational loads and extremely huge datasets. At
the same time, technologies such as reconfigurable computing are reaching at an level of maturity, modern fieldprogrammable gate array devices offer substantial hardware resources. Reconfigurable computing, also known as
FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array)[5] computing, is the field in which algorithms are mapped directly to an
FPGA hardware resources. Despite clock speeds that are typically 1/10th of those in general-purpose computing, by
exploiting parallelism at all levels, speedups of one to three orders of magnitude can be achieved vs. software
executing the same algorithms. The cost per computation and watts per computation are also quite favorable for
reconfigurable computing [7], and it is worth to examining the specifics of this form of computers as a platform for
bioinformatics applications.
The New powerful FPGA based platforms have emerged during a last two years, ones that combine
general-purpose computers and other is FPGAs[17]. These platforms highlight on the high-speed data transmission
between the FPGA device and the CPU’s main memory[2], the availability of a conventional CPU and the usage of
the network for I/O, thus offering integrated solutions for the execution of I/O- and memory-intensive problems, in
which the FPGAs form a tightly coupled coprocessor to the conventional one.
The contributions of this work include:
•
The presentation of many bioinformatics algorithms that have been mapped on FPGA stand-alone
Platforms. [6]
•
The presentation of FPGA technology barriers that is needs to be overcome to reconfigurable technology,
which can offer usable, high performance bioinformatics systems.[7]
•
The presentation of some case studies for bioinformatics algorithms on the modern high-end FPGA-based
Platforms, which show the benefits of new generation FPGA platforms.
2. Related Work
2.1. Blast Algorithm
BLAST[3] is known for its wide use in Bioinformatics. Basic Local Alignment Search Tool is used to find
similarities between genetic sequences and sequence databases. It follows a experimental approach based on Smith
Waterman algorithms. It locates a best of possible local alignments and It is well known for its statistical
significance.
The inputs of this algorithm are the genetic sequence database and a query which has to be found in the database.
The outputs of the algorithm are the positions of the areas of these two strings that have similarity, as well the score
of these similarities. The quality of each pair-wise alignment is represented as a score and the scores are ranked.
Scoring matrices are used to calculate the score of the alignment base by base (DNA) or amino acid by amino acid
(protein). The alignment score will be the sum of the scores for each position. The significance of each alignment is
computed as E-value. The lower the E value, the more significant is the score and the sequences are homologues for
low E values. Each of these pairs, comprising of a database area and a query area, is called a High Score Pair (HSP).
The score has significant value for biologist because it is used to compute several variables, of which the e-value is
the most important.
Depending on the query and database data types, each BLAST implementation can be classified into many types.
Some types are given in Table 1.
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Sl.No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Algorithm
BLASTp
BLASTn
nBLASTp
tBLASTn
tBLASTx

Query
Amino acid
Nucleotide
Nucleotide translated
Amino acid
Nucleotide translated
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Database
Protein
Nucleotide
protein
Nucleotide translated
Nucleotide translated

Table 1: Variations of BLAST algorithm

The database and query are separated in small substrings known as words. After the word list generation, the
database sequences are searched for an exact match between any words of the word list found in the database is
called hit. When these words are separately pattern matched among database and query, the patterns searching is
extended in both directions with an aim of maximizing the alignment score S. The BLAST algorithm extends the
initial word hit to a High scoring Segment Pair[4] (HSP). The BLAST algorithm was designed by balancing speed
and increased sensitivity for distant sequence relationships. BLAST emphasizes regions of local alignment to
discover relationships among sequences which share only remote regions of similarity.
Reconfigurable computing was used for speeding up of BLAST elements. NCBI databank contains millions of
sequences. The hardware implementation should match a sequence with NCBI database, which grows rapidly in size
[15]. The input output (I/O) operations of FPGA have been found to be a bottleneck in implementing the BLAST
algorithm in previous versions of FPGA configurations due to enormous amount of input data to be analyzed.
Recent FPGAs provide embedded blocks of RAM which offers flexibility in design and faster memory access time.
Virtex-II Pro and Virtex Pro has a transceiver named ROCKET I/O transceiver which can allow transfer rates of
10.3125 Gb/s. It has been found to work efficiently under smaller transfer rates of 8 Gb/s [16].
2.2. Aho-Corasick Algorithm (ACA)
Aho-Corasick[8] String Matching algorithm is developed by Alfred V. Aho and Margaret J. Corasick
belongs to class of string matching algorithm that can be able to finds a elements of a finite set of strings with in an
input text. It matches all patterns at a same time. The algorithm defines a finite state machine resembling like a
digital tree with essential links between the various internal nodes. These links allows fast transitions between failed
pattern matches to other branches of a tree that shares common prefix. It specializes in locating all occurrences of
any of a finite number of keywords in a string of text. It is consists of constructing an finite state pattern matching
machine from a keywords and then using a pattern matching machine[10] to process the text string in a single pass..
When there is a search for cat in a tree that only contains cart, the search would be a failure when it reaches a
node with prefix value ca. Hence the search allows the automaton to transit between pattern matches without the
need for backtracking. The time complexity of the algorithm is linear with the length of the patterns (Lp), the length
of the searched text (Ls) and the number of output matches (Lo).
Time complexity = Lp + Ls + Lo
Aho-Corasick algorithm was implemented in Virtex IV fx100 with speed grade-12. The FX series device offered
better RAM/logic ratio compared to the other devices in the Virtex IV series as the architecture is constrained only
by the amount of block RAM and not the logic [11].

2.3. Bloom filter:
Bloom filter[12] is an space efficient probabilistic data structure that can be used to test whether an element is a
member of an larger set. This compact representation is the payoff for allowing a small rate of false positives and
false negative in membership queries; that queries might be incorrectly recognize an element as member of the set
which can be made negligible by the intensive design effort.this bloom filter was implemented on FPGAs for query
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and data retrieval applications of computer network security and high speed searching. Counting k-mers substrings
of length 'k' in DNA sequence data is an essential for the component of many methods in bioinformatics, including
for DNA, RNA,genome and transcriptome assembly for metagenomic sequencing, and for error correction of
sequence reads. Using a Bloom filter, a probabilistic data structure that stores all the observed k-mers implicitly
reduced memory requirements.
2.4. Content Addressable Memory (CAM):
A content-addressable memory (CAM)[13] is a critical device for applications involving communication
networks, local area network bridges/switches, databases, lookup tables, and tag directories, due to its high-speed
data search capability. Bloom filter and CAM are methods which have more hardware compatibility and higher
degree of parallelism [9]. CAM based architectures were implemented for high data intensive search applications
using Xilinx Virtex5LX85T [9]. Hardware compatible architectures like Bloom filter and CAM are need to be
explored further for FPGA implementation of bioinformatics applications[14].

3. Proposed Work
3.1. Micro Sequence Identification Using Pattern Mining:
The micro sequence identification approach reads the input sequence and for each class of amino acid
sequence, the method generates number of pattern from 2 to N, where N is the size of sequence. For each class
according to the patterns being generated, the method computes the multi-level sequence similarity measure
(MLSSM) which represents how far the input sequence is close to the sequences belongs to the different classes.
The entire process can be split into number stages namely Multi Level Pattern Generation, Multi-Level sequence
similarity measure computation, Sequence Identification.
INPUT SEQUENCE

PATTERN GENERATION
SEQUENCE
SEQUENCE SIMILARITY

SEQUENCE
IDENTIFICATION

PATTERN SET
Fig. 1. Architecture of Multi Level Micro Sequence Identification
The Figure 1, shows the architecture of multi level micro sequence identification and shows the
components of the proposed approach.
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3.2. Multi Level Pattern Generation:
The multi level pattern is the combination of different pattern for different dimension. For given DNA
sequence or Amino acid sequence with dimension D, the method generates N number of Dn dimensional sequence
from 2 to D. For each class of DNA sequence, the method generates number of different sequence pattern at
different levels. The pattern is generated from different dimension and generated pattern will be used to compute the
sequence similarity measure.
Pseudo Code of MLP Generation:
Input: DNA Sequence Ds
Output: Pattern Set Ps.
Start
Compute the size of sequence ss.
Ss =
For each dimension Di from SS
Generate Pattern Pi.
Pi =
Add to pattern set Ps.
Ps =
End
Stop.
The above discussed algorithm generates the multi level pattern set from given DNA sequence and
generated sequence will be used to compute the sequence similarity measure. For example, from the given Amino
Acid sequence “MEKLLDEVLAPGGPYNLTVGSWVRDHVRSIVEGAWEVR”, the pattern generation approach
can generate the following patterns as follows:
According to the representation and the class of amino acids the input sequence is represented as follows:
“CBCCCBCCCCAACCCCCCACCCCCACCACCBCC”.
CCCCACCCCCACCA
CB CC
CCC
CCCC
CBCCCB
CCAACCCC
CCACCACCBCC
CC CC
CCC
ACCC
CCCCAA
CCACCCCC
CBCCCBCCCCAA CBCCCBCCCCAACCC
BC AC
ACC
CACC
CCCCCC
ACCACCBC
CCCCCCACCCCC CCCACCCCCACCACC
CC
CC
AA
CC
CC

CA
CC
BC
CBC
CCB

CCA
CCA
CCB
BCC
CBCC

ACCB
ACCA
CBCCC
BCCCC
AACCC

ACCCCC
CBCCCBCCC
CBCCCBCCCCAA
ACCACC
CAACCCCCC
CCCCCCACCCCC
CBCCCBC ACCCCCACC
CBCCCBCCCCAA
CCCAACC ACCCCCCACCC CCCCCCACCCCC
CCCCACC CBCCCBCCCC
CBCCCBCCCCAA
Table 2: Example pattern generated

The Table 2 shows the set of patterns being generated from the above discussed algorithm.

CBCCCBCCCCAACCCCCCACCCC
CBCCCBCCCCAACCCCCCACCCCC
CBCCCBCCCCAACCCCCCACCCCCA
CBCCCBCCCCAACCCCCCACCCCCAC
CBCCCBCCCCAACCCCCCACCCCCACC
CBCCCBCCCCAACCCCCCACCCCCACCA
CBCCCBCCCCAACCCCCCACCCCCACCAC
CBCCCBCCCCAACCCCCCACCCCCACCACC
CBCCCBCCCCAACCCCCCACCCCCACCACCBCC
Table 3: Example pattern generated

CBCCCBCCCCAACCCC
CCACCCCCACCACCBC
CBCCCBCCCCAACCCCC
CBCCCBCCCCAACCCCCC
CBCCCBCCCCAACCCCCC
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The Table 3, shows the example pattern being generated by the proposed algorithm .
The Table 2 and Table 3, shows the set of patterns being identified from the starting position and similarly the
patterns can be generated from the remaining dimensions which produce enormous number of patterns. The method
generates such patterns and will be used to compute the sequence similarity measure.
3.3. Multi Level Sequence Similarity Measure:
The multi level sequence similarity measure shows the similarity of the sequences at different levels and
the number of levels is depending on the dimension of the sequence. For each level using the pattern set being
generated, the method computes the sequence similarity measure. For each dimension the method computes the
similarity measure and then finally the method computes the multi level similarity measure which will be used to
identify the sequence.
Pseudo Code of MLSSM:
Input: Pattern Set Ps, Pattern Pi
Output: MLSSM.
Start
For each level l from Ps
Compute similarity.
MLSSM =
End
MLSSM =
Stop
The above discussed algorithm computes the multi level sequence similarity at each level and finally
computes the cumulative sequence similarity.
3.4. Sequence Identification:
At this stage, the method generates the sequence set for the given sequence and based on the pattern set
being generated the method computes the multi level sequence similarity. For each level of the DNA sequence, the
method computes the sequence similarity and finally the method computes the cumulative sequence similarity
measure. For each class the method maintains different sequence and the method computes multi level sequence
similarity for each class. Based on the sequence similarity measure the method selects a single class and identifies
the most sequence similar.
Pseudo Code of Sequence Identification:
Input: DNA sequence Ds, Pattern Set Ps
Output: Sequence S.
Start
Pattern set Dps = Multi Level Pattern Generation(Ds).
For each class Ci
For each Level l
Compute MLSSM.
MLSSM =
End
MLSSM =
End
Choose the class with maximum MLSSM.
Choose the sequence with maximum MLSSM.
Stop
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The above discussed algorithm computes the multi level sequence similarity measure and selects the class
and sequence with maximum sequence similarity measure.
4. Results and Discussion:
The proposed multi level micro sequence has been implemented and evaluated for its efficiency using the
Model Simulator and has been evaluated using the FPGA test bench. The method has been validated for its
efficiency using various DNA sequence and Amino Acid sequence. The efficiency of the method has been validated
by computing the sequence detection accuracy and the time complexity produced.

DATA SET
GENIE

SIZE
793

UCI

2500

dbGap

4300

Table 1: Details of data set used
The Table 1, shows the details of data set being used to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach.
The method has been validated for its efficiency using different data sets and the method has been validated for its
efficiency in sequence identification and its time complexity.

Fig 2: Comparison of sequence identification efficiency
The Figure 2, shows the comparison of sequence identification efficiency produced by different methods
and it shows that the proposed method has produces higher efficiency than other methods.
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Figure 3: Comparison of time complexity
The Figure 3, shows the comparison of time complexity produced by different methods in identifying the
sequence and the result shows that the proposed method has produced less time complexity than other methods.

Figure 4: Comparison of space complexity
The figure 4, shows the comparison of space occupied by the different methods and it shows that the
proposed method has produced less space complexity than other methods.
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Figure 5: Comparison of power overhead
The figure 5, shows the comparative results on power overhead produced by different methods and the
result shows that the proposed method has produced less power overhead than other methods.

5. Conclusion:
In this paper, we propose a micro sequence identification using pattern mining technique. First the method
generates number of patterns or sequences from the dimension 2 to the dimension N. The patterns are generated at
each dimension and with varying size of dimension. The generated patterns are stored in the pattern set and for the
input sequence the method generates the similar set of pattern set. Based on generated pattern set, the method
computes the sequence similarity at each level and finally a cumulative similarity value is computed. Based on the
value of multi level sequence similarity value the method selects the sequence as the result. The proposed method
identifies the DNA sequence in efficient manner and reduces the time complexity.
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